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family Bible, between thin slices of bread and butter, half
a page a day.
Finally, the Feast of Pots was wholly given up to the
tendance of the dead. The most ancient kind of food, the
cereal porridge more archaic than bread, was boiled for
them, " by day and not by night " (would night have been
too dangerous ?) and an atmosphere of mourning was
all-pervading—later explained in the inevitable myth as a
celebration in memory of " those who died in the Flood 'V
The whole festival ended with the proclamation in
each household, " Begone, ye ghosts; it is no longer
Anthesteria." 2
" April is the cruellest month," and in the midst of the
spring thoughts of the departed past will arise. Still, this
Athenian spring All Souls' day seems a more cheerful affair
than the mid-May Roman Lemuria, where we read of a
nocturnal and far more gloomy rite.3
Later in the spring, in mid-March, came the Diasia, first
of the great feasts of Zeus, on which Miss Harrison has more
success in demonstrating that an older, a chthonian, cult
underlies that of an Olympian god.4 The sacrifices were
holocausts, " whole burnt-offerings," 5 not merely a feast
shared between the god and worshipper as in the worship
of the Olympians familiar to us from Homer. Zeus was
worshipped as Meilichios °; it is true that this means the
" Sweet ", or " Kindly ", or " Placable ", but euphemistic
names are so commonly given to awful and dreaded powers
1	locus classicus, Theopompos, quoted by 2 on Ar. Frogs, 220.
2	®vptt.£e, Kypes'   ovKer* 'Avdearrfpia, ;  Suidns, 8,v.
3	Ovid, Fasti, v, 443 ff,
4	Prolegomena, pp. 13-31.   As to whether she was right in arguing that
-diacrta, cannot come from At6s, I do not* however, feel certain.   May not
some other element have contributed to lengthen the i, as in Sfo? ?—-e.g. a F,
cf. eastern Aryan deva, Latin divus.    In any case the assumption that
philology even in expert hands is an exact science seems to be a large one ;
and so the traditional explanation " feast of Zeus " may be considered at
least as probable as the suggested derivation from some such root as that
of the Latin Dirae,
6 Xenophon, Anab, vii, 8, 4.	8 Thk. i, 120,

